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Grade 1 Module 2
Introduction to Place Value Through Addition and Subtraction Within 20
Module 2 serves as a bridge from students' prior work with problem solving within 10 to
work within 100 as students begin to solve addition and subtraction problems involving
teen numbers. Students go beyond the Level 2 strategies of counting on and counting
back as they learn Level 3 strategies informally called "make ten" or "take from ten."

Topic A
Counting On or Making Ten to Solve Result Unknown and
Total Unknown Problems
Topic A begins with students solving word problems with three addends (1.OA.2) as a way for
them to begin to explore the make ten Level 3 strategies in a meaningful context. With problems
that always include at least two numbers that yield 10 when added together, Lesson 1 encourages
students to use the associative and commutative properties as they set up and read equations in
various ways. The story problem on the right, for instance, can be solved by adding 1 + 9 first,
then adding the five (see image below story problem). This leads into Lesson 2’s focus of
explicitly using the associative and commutative properties to add three addends without the
context of story problems (1.OA.3). This lesson is where students practice associating the two
addends that make ten (1.OA.6), and then adding the third addend; they prove to themselves that
this simplification of addition is a viable strategy. Following this introduction, Lessons 3, 4, and
5 afford students ample practice with adding 9 and another single-digit number as they
decompose the second addend to make ten with the 9. Students solve problems such as, “Maria
has 9 snowballs and Tony has 6. How many do they have in all?” as follows: 9 + 6 = 9 + (1 + 5)
= (9 + 1) + 5 = 10 + 5 = 15. This triad of lessons takes students through a concrete–pictorial–
abstract progression as they work with physical 5-groups using objects, 5-group drawings, and
finally number bonds. Lesson 6 reminds students of the commutative property again, by focusing
them on when and why they might apply commutativity: to compose ten from the larger addend.
Lessons 7, 8, and 9 mirror the earlier set of three lessons, but students decompose one addend to
make ten with 8 as they key addend. This extensive practice allows students to internalize both
why and how they would compose ten from the larger addend as they come to realize that this is
an efficient strategy. Students use the make ten strategy with 5-group drawings and number
bonds to solve a variety of problems involving a mixture of 7, 8, or 9 as addends in Lesson 10.
This gives students an opportunity to not only practice their newly discovered strategies, but it
also allows them to generalize this make ten strategy to a new number: 7. It is important to note
that students can continue to use counting on as a strategy throughout this entire Topic A,
although many students will begin to use the make ten strategy more and more as they
continually discuss addition strategies and efficiency with one another. Topic A ends with
Lesson 11, where students solve story problems with two addends (1.OA.1), using independently
selected methods. With students themselves asking each other, “Why did you solve the problem
that way? How did we solve these differently?” students are able to engage in rich dialogue
about the mathematical strategies and determining which are most useful.

Topic B
Counting On or Taking from Ten to Solve Result Unknown and
Total Unknown Problems
Topic B focuses on the take from ten Level 3 strategy (1.OA.6). Students begin with word
problems calling on them to subtract 9 from 10 in Lessons 12 and 13, first with concrete objects,
then with drawings, and then with number bonds. The problems students solve are similar to this
one: “Mary has two plates of cookies, one with 10 and one with 2. At the party, 9 cookies were
eaten from the plate with 10 cookies. How many cookies were left after the party?” (1.OA.1) 10
– 9 = 1 and 1 + 2 = 3. This allows students to use this take from ten strategy when the ten is
already separated for them, and in a variety of contexts (concrete, pictorial, and abstract), which
sets them up for the work of the later lessons of the topic where they must decompose teen
numbers on their own to take from ten. Lessons 14, 15, and 16 focus students on modeling
subtraction of 9 from teen numbers with first manipulatives, then 5-groups drawings, and finally
number bonds. Students relate counting on to subtraction in a couple of ways (pictured below)
(1.OA.4). Students begin to realize that there is both simplicity and efficiency when they
decompose the teen number into 10 and some ones, subtract the 9 from 10, and finally add the 1
left over with the some ones; this is key in Lesson 16 as students share their thinking and
compare efficiency. S: To solve 12 – 9, I count on from 9 to 12; 9, 10, 11, 12, three counts.  To
solve 12 – 9, I make 12 into 10 and 2 and subtract 9 from ten. 1 + 2 = 3. This same progression
that occurred with subtracting 9 from teen numbers repeats itself in Lessons 17, 18, and 19.
(MP.8), e.g., “Maria has 12 snowballs. She threw away 8 of them. How many does she have
left?” (1.OA.3). Lesson 20 both broadens and solidifies students’ strategy use as they are faced
with a combination of 7, 8, and 9 as subtrahends being taken away from teen numbers in both
story problems and abstract equations. Lesson 21 closes Topic B with student-centered
discussion about solution strategies as they solve both action-oriented (take from with result
unknown) and relationship (take apart with addend unknown) problems. Students ask each other,
“How and why did you solve it this way?” then discuss which strategies are the most efficient.

Topic C
Strategies for Solving Change or Addend Unknown Problems
Topic C provides students with practice solving add to with change unknown, take from with
change unknown, put together with addend unknown, and take apart with addend unknown word
problems (1.OA.1). Drawing on the momentum gained from Topic B, Lesson 22 allows students
to attack put together/take apart with addend unknown word problems such as, “Maria has 15
baseballs, 8 of them are old, and some of them are brand new birthday presents. How many
brand new baseballs does Maria have?” Students solve these problems using both the Level 2
counting on strategy and Level 3 subtraction strategies (1.OA.4). Lesson 23 allows students to
use counting on as it relates to subtraction, take from ten strategies, or the get to ten Level 3
strategy, as they solve add to with change unknown problems (1.OA.6). The get to ten strategy
has students solving 12 – 3 as 12 – 2 – 1, understanding that decomposing the subtrahend to
easily get to the ten yields a simpler, more manageable subtraction problem. It is the way a
student can make ten when there is an unknown addend. It is a step away from counting on,
where, rather than counting on by ones, students consider how much it takes to get to ten and
then add on the rest to the teen number. For many students, the language of get to ten helps them
bridge from counting on to a more efficient strategy. Up to this point, make ten for the students
has shown both addends, and they are strategic about which number to break apart so that they
can bond two numbers to make ten. This is a different, though related, process. Lesson 24
presents students with take from with change unknown problems where they continue to select
various strategies for solving. Students again relate various addition strategies to their recently
acquired subtraction strategies, but in this new word problem type, the strategies they select and
discuss help them better make sense of these problems. Students begin to recognize that although
stories may be take from with change unknown problems, they can apply many strategies such as
counting on, counting back, taking from ten, or getting to ten to accurately solve this challenging
problem type. Topic C closes with Lesson 25, where students move away from the context of
story problems, to find matching expressions to create true number sentences. They work solely
with equations to show and talk about how they would re-represent a given addition or
subtraction problem using a Level 2 or Level 3 strategy. For example, when given 9 + 6, students
decompose the 6 into 1 and 5, and then can add using their new number sentence 10 + 5, (i.e., 9
+ 6 = 10 + 5) (1.OA.7), using pictures and words.

Topic D
Varied Problems with Decompositions of Teen Numbers
as 1 Ten and Some Ones
Topic D closes the module with students renaming ten as a unit: a ten (1.NBT.2a). This is the
very first time students are introduced to this language of ten as a unit, so this is exciting! The
unit of ten is the foundation for our whole number system, wherein all units are comprised of ten
of the adjacent unit on the place value chart. In Lesson 26, students take a walk down memory
lane to revisit representations of 10 ones worked with in the past. They rename their Rekenrek
bracelet, the ten-frame, the fingers on two hands, and two 5-groups as 1 ten. They connect teen
numbers to the unit form, e.g., 1 ten and 1 one, 1 ten and 2 ones, and represent the numbers with
Hide Zero cards. They now analyze the digit 1 in the tens place as representing both 10 ones and
1 unit of ten, further setting the foundation for later work with place value in Module 4 and
beyond. Students use their very own Magic Counting Sticks (their fingers) to help them bundle 1
ten. By bundling 1 ten, students realize that some ones are left over, which clarifies the meaning
of the ones unit (1.NBT.2b). In Lesson 27, students solve both abstract and contextualized result
unknown problems (1.OA.1). The lesson takes them through a progression from problems with
teens decomposed or composed using 1 ten and some ones to problems wherein they find the
hidden ten, e.g., 8 + 6 or 12 – 5. In Lesson 28 students solve familiar problems such as, “Maria
had 8 snowballs on the ground and 5 in her arms. How many snowballs did Maria have?” As
students write their solutions, they break apart an addend to make a ten with another addend, and
write two equations leading to the solution (see the bond and equations to the right). This
movement forward in their ability to record the two steps allows them to own the structure of the
ten they have been using for the entire module, on a new level (MP.7). Topic D closes with
Lesson 29, where students solve add to with change unknown and take apart/put together with
addend unknown problems. Similarly to Lesson 28, students write both equations leading to
solution, as they take from the ten (see bond and equation to the right).

Grade 1 • Module 2

IntroducƟon to Place Value Through
AddiƟon and SubtracƟon Within 20
OVERVIEW
Module 2 serves as a bridge from problem solving within 10 to work within 100 as students begin to solve addi on
and subtrac on problems involving teen number. In Module 1, students were encouraged to move beyond the Level 1 strategy of coun ng all to the more eﬃcient coun ng on. Now they go beyond Level 2 to learn Level 3 decomposi on and composi on strategies, informally called make ten or take from ten.
Level 1: Count all

Level 2: Count on

Level 3: Decompose an addend to compose ten

Though many students may con nue to count on as their primary means of adding and subtrac ng, the larger purpose of composing and decomposing ten is to lay the founda on for the role of place value units in addi on and
subtrac on. Meanwhile, from the beginning of the year, fluency ac vi es have focused on the three prerequisite
skills for the Level 3 decomposi on and composi on methods:
Partners to ten.
Decomposi ons for all numbers within 10.
Representa ons of teen numbers as 10 + n. For example, students prac ce coun ng the Say Ten way (i.e., ten
1, ten 2, …) from kindergarten on.
To introduce students to the make ten strategy, in Topic A students solve problems with three addends and realize
it is some mes possible to use the associa ve and commuta ve proper es to compose ten, e.g., “Maria made 1
snowball. Tony made 5 and their father made 9. How many snowballs did they make in all?” 1 + 5 + 9 = (9 + 1) + 5
= 10 + 5 = 15. Since we can add in any order, we can pair the 1 with the 9 to make a ten first. Having seen how to
use partners to ten to simplify addi on, students next decompose a second addend in order to compose a ten from
9 or 8, e.g., “Maria has 9 snowballs and Tony has 6. How many do they have in all?” 9 + 6 = 9 + (1 + 5) = (9 + 1) + 5 =
10 + 5 = 15. Between intensive work with addends of 8 and 9 is a lesson exploring commuta vity so that students
realize they can compose ten from the larger addend.

Throughout Topic A, students also count on to add. Students begin by modeling the situa ons with
concrete materials, move to representa ons of 5-groups and progress to modeling with number
bonds. The representa ons and models make the connec on between the two strategies clear. For
example, using the 5-groups pictured above, students can simply count on from 9 to 15, tracking the
number of counts on their fingers just as they did in Module 1. They repeatedly compare and contrast
coun ng on with making ten, seeing that the la er is a convenient shortcut. Many start to make the
important move from coun ng on, a Level 2 strategy, to make ten, a Level 3 strategy, persuaded by
confidence in their increasing skill and the joy of the shortcut. This is a cri cal step in building flexible part–whole thinking whereby students see numbers as parts and wholes, rather
than as discrete counts or one part and some ones. 5-groups will begin to be thought of as
ten-frames, focusing on the usefulness of trying to group 10 when possible. This empowers
them in later modules and future grade levels to compose and decompose place value units
and work adeptly with the four opera ons. For example, in Grade 1, this will be applied in
later modules to solve problems such as 18 + 6, 27 + 9, 36 + 6, 49 + 7, and others.
To introduce students to the take from ten strategy, Topic B opens with ques ons such as,
“Mary has two plates of cookies, one with 10 and one with 2. At the party, 9 cookies were
eaten from the plate with 10 cookies. How many cookies were le a er the party?” 10 – 9
= 1 and 1 + 2 = 3. Students then reinterpret the story to see its solu on can also be wri en
as 12 – 9.
Level 2: Count

Level 3: Decompose ten

Students relate coun ng on and subtrac on as pictured above. No ce the model is iden cal but the
thinking is very diﬀerent.
“To solve 12 – 9, I count on from 9 to 12, nine, 10, 11, 12, three counts. To solve 12 – 9, I
make 12 into 10 and 2 and subtract 9 from ten. 1 + 2 = 3.”
Students prac ce a pa ern of ac on, take from ten and add the ones, as they face diﬀerent contexts in
word problems, e.g., “Maria has 12 snowballs. She threw 8 of them. How many does she have le ?” .
This is important founda onal work for decomposing in the context of subtrac on problem solving in
Grade 2, e.g., “Hmmm. 32 – 17, do I take 7 ones from 2 ones or from a ten?” Students will use horizontal linear models of 5-groups, or ten-frames to begin the transi on towards a unit of ten, as shown in
the above image.

Topic C presents students with opportuni es to solve varied add to with change unknown, take from with change
unknown, put together with addend unknown, and take apart with addend unknown word problems. These situaons give ample me for exploring strategies for finding a missing part. The module has focused on coun ng on and
subtrac ng by decomposing and composing. These lessons open up the possibili es to include other Level 3 strategies, e.g., 12 – 3 = 12 – 2 - 1. Teachers can include or adjust such strategy use, as they feel the new perspec ve will
enhance understanding or if it will overwhelm or undermine. The topic closes with a lesson to further solidify their
understanding of the equal sign as it has been applied throughout the module. Students match equivalent expressions to construct true number sentences and explain their reasoning using words, pictures, and numbers, e.g., 12 –
7 = 3 + 2, 10 + 5 = 9 + 6.
In Topic D, a er all their work with 10, the module culminates naming a ten. Familiar representa ons of teen numbers, such as two 5-groups, the Rekenrek, and 10 fingers, are all renamed as a ten and some ones rather than 10
ones and some more ones. The ten is shi ing to being one unit, a structure from which they can compose and decompose teen numbers. This significant step forward sets the stage for understanding all the numbers within 100 as
composed of a number of units of ten and some ones. The horizontal linear 5-groups modeling of 10 will be moved
to a ver cal representa on in prepara on for this next stage, in Module 4, as shown in the image on the right. This
topic’s work is done while solving both abstract equa ons and contextualized word problems.

a ten
represented
as a 5-group

These are terms and symbols students have seen previously.

Terminology
New or Recently Introduced Terms
A ten (Students will focus mainly on one ten during this module.)
Ones (These are individual units, ten of which become a ten.)

Familiar Terms and Symbols

whole
a ten
represented
as a 5-group
column

5-Groups
Add
part

Equals

part

Number Bond

Number Bonds
Partners to ten
Subtract
Teen numbers

Suggested Tools and Representa ons
5-Group forma ons: 5-groups (and 5-group cards), 5-group rows, 5-group column
Hide Zero cards
Number bonds
Number path

Numerals

Rekenrek
5-groups

5-Group Rows

Number Path

Hide Zero

5-Group

Rekenrek

Lesson 1
Objec ve: Solve word problems with three addends, two of which
make ten.
Read the math story. Make a simple math drawing with labels. Circle 10 and solve.
Bill went to the store. He bought 1 apple, 9 bananas, and 6 pears. How many pieces of fruit
did he buy in all?
a

b

p

_9__ + __1_ + _6__ = _16__
10 + _6__ = _16__

Lesson 2
Objec ve: Use the associa ve and commuta ve proper es to make ten
with three addends.
Circle the numbers that make ten. Draw a picture. Complete the number sentence.

7

+

3

+4 =

XXXX

10

__7__ + _3___ + __4__
10 + 4 = 14

Lesson 3
Objec ve: Make ten when one addend is 9.
Draw and circle to show how you made ten to help you solve the problem.
Maria has 9 snowballs

and To- ny has 6. How many snowballs do they have in all?

9 and ___6___ make __15____
T

M

10 and __5____ make __15____
Maria and Tony have ___15___ snowballs in all.

Lesson 4
Objec ve: Make ten when one addend is 9.
Solve. Make math drawings using the ten-frame to show how you made 10 to solve.

9 + 5 = _14__
1

4

__10__ + __4_ = __14___

Lesson 5
Objec ve: Compare eﬃciency of coun ng on and making ten when
one addend is 9.
Make ten to solve. Use the number bond to show how you took the 1 out.
Sue has 9 tennis balls and 3 soccer balls. How many balls does she have?

9 + 3 = 12
1

10 + 2 = 12
Sue has __12___ balls.

2

Lesson 6
Objec ve: Use the commuta ve property to make ten.
Solve. Write the bond for the related 10 fact.

9 + 2 = 11
1 1

2 + 9 = 11
1 1

10
11
1

Lesson 7
Objec ve: Make ten when one addend is 8.
Draw and circle to show how you made ten to help you solve.
John has 8 tennis balls. Toni has 5. How many tennis balls do they have in all?

T

J

8 and __5____ make ___13___.
10 and __3____ make ___13___.
John and Toni have __13____ tennis balls in all.

Lesson 8
Objec ve: Make ten when one addend is 8.
Solve. Make math drawings using the ten-frame to show how you made ten to solve.

8 + 4 = _12__
2

2

__10__ + __2__ = __12___

Lesson 9
Objec ve: Compare eﬃciency of coun ng on and making ten when one
addend is 8.
Make ten to solve. Use a number bond to show how you took 2 out to make ten.
Ben has 8 green grapes and 3 purple grapes. How many grapes does he have?

8 + 3 = _11___

10 + __1__ = __11__

2 1

Ben has _11__ grapes.

Lesson 10:
Objec ve: Solve problems with addends of 7, 8, and 9.
Solve. If you want to, use

drawings or number bonds. Write the equal 10+ fact.

4 + 9 = __13_
3

1

6 + 8 = _14__
4

2

7 + 4 = _11__

Lesson 11:
Objec ve: Share and cri que peer solu on strategies for put together
with total unknown word problems.
Jeremy had 7 big rocks and 8 little rocks in his pocket.
How many rocks does Jeremy have?
Circle all student work that correctly matches the story. Fix work that was incorrect.

7+8=

7+8=

7+8=

7+8=

7+8=

7+8=

Lesson 12:
Objec ve: Solve word problems with subtrac on of 9 from 10.
Make a simple math drawing. Cross out from the 10 ones or the other part, in order to show
what happens in the stories.
Bill has 16 grapes. 10 are on one vine and 6 are on the ground.
Bill eats 9 grapes from the vine. How many grapes does Bill have left?

10
16
6
Bill has 7 grapes now.

Lesson 13:
Objec ve: Solve word problems with subtrac on of 9 from 10.
Solve. Use 5-group rows and cross out to show your work.
Mike has 10 cookies on a plate and 3 cookies in a box. He eats 9 cookies from the plate. How
many cookies are left?

13
10

3

Mike has _4__ cookies left.

Lesson 14:
Objec ve: Model subtrac on of 9 from teen numbers.
Directions: Circle 10 and subtract. Make a number bond.

15 - 9 = _6___
9
15
6

Lesson 15:
Objec ve: Model subtrac on of 9 from teen numbers.
Directions: Draw 5-group rows. Visualize and then cross out to solve. Complete the number
sentences.

13 - 9 = _4___

Lesson 16:
Objec ve: Relate coun ng on to making ten and taking from ten.
Directions: Solve the problem by counting on (a) and using a number bond to take from ten
(b).
Lucy had 12 balloons at her birthday party. She gave 9 balloons to her friends. How many
balloons did she have left?

(a)

12 - 9 = __3__

(b) 12 – 9 = _3__
10

2

9

10, 11, 12

Lesson 17:
Objec ve: Model subtrac on of 8 from teen numbers.
Directions: Circle 10 and subtract.

13 – 8 = __5__

Lesson 18:
Objec ve: Model subtrac on of 8 from teen numbers.
Directions:
Make a math drawing of a 5-group row and some ones to solve the following problems. Write
the addition sentence that shows how to add the parts after subtracting 8.

11 – 8 = __3__

2+1=3

Lesson 19:
Objec ve: Compare eﬃciency of coun ng on and taking from ten.
Directions: Use a number bond to show how you used the take from ten strategy to solve
the problem.
Kevin had 14 crayons. 8 of the crayons were broken. How many of his crayons were not broken?

Think 10—8 = 2

14 - 8 = __6__
10

Think 2 + 4 = 6

4

Kevin had __6_ crayons that were not broken.

Lesson 20:
Objec ve: Subtract 7, 8, and 9 from teen numbers.
Directions: Complete the number sentences to make them true. Use drawings or number
bonds.

13 - 9 = __4__
10 3

13 - 7 = _6___

Think 10—9 = 1
Think 1 + 3 = 4

Lesson 21:
Objec ve: Share and cri que peer solu on strategies for take from with
result unknown and take apart with addend unknown word problems
from the teens.
Directions: There were 16 dogs playing at the park. 7 of the dogs went home. How many of the dogs are still at
the park? Circle all work that correctly matches the story. Fix what is incorrect.

`

Le oﬀ 13

Lesson 22:
Objec ve: Solve put together/take apart with addend unknown problems and relate coun ng on to the take from ten strategy.
Directions: Read the word problem. Draw and label. Write a number sentence and a statement that matches the story.
This week, Maria ate 5 yellow plums and some red plums. If she ate 11 plums in all, how many
red
plums did Maria eat?
y
r

5 + 6 = 11
Maria ate 6 red plums.

Lesson 23:
Objec ve: Solve add to with change unknown problems, rela ng varied
addi on and subtrac on strategies.
Read the word problem.
Draw and label.
Write a number sentence and a statement that matches the story.

Janet read 8 books during the week. She read some more books on the weekend. She read
12 books total. How many books did Janet read on the weekend?
week

12—8 = 4

weekend

Janet read 4 books on the weekend.

Lesson 24:
Objec ve: Strategize to solve take from with change unknown problems.
Read the word problem.
Draw and label.
Write a number sentence and a statement that matches the story.

Jose sees 11 frogs on the shore. Some of the frogs hop into the water. Now there are 8
frogs on the shore. How many frogs hopped into the water.

shore

11—8 = 3

water

3 frogs hopped into the water.

Lesson 25:
Objec ve: Strategize and apply understanding of the equal sign to solve
equivalent expressions.Directions: Circle “true” or “false.”
True or False?

Equation
2+3=5+1

True / False

7 + 9 = 6 + 10

True / False

11 – 8 = 12 – 9

True / False

15 – 4 = 14 – 5

True / False

18 – 6 = 2 + 10

True / False

15 - 8 = 2 + 5

True / False

Lesson 26:
Objec ve: Iden fy 1 ten as a unit by renaming representa ons of 10.
Directions: Circle ten. How many tens and ones?

is the same as

15

5
1
____
ten and ____
ones.

1

2

Is the same as
10

2

1 ten and 2 ones

Lesson 27:
Objec ve: Solve addi on and subtrac on problems decomposing and
composing teen numbers as 1 ten and some ones.
Directions: Solve the problems. Write the answers to show how many tens and ones. If
there is only 1 ten, cross off the “s.”

12 + 6 =

1

8

_1___ ten and _8___ ones

Lesson 28:
Objec ve: Solve addi on problems using ten as a unit, and write twostep solu ons.
Directions: Solve the problems. Show your solution in two steps:
Step 1: Write one number sentence to make ten.
Step 2: Write one number sentence to add to ten.

9+5=

1

4

__9__ + __1__ = __10__
__10__ + __4__ = __14__

Lesson 29:
Objec ve: Solve subtrac on problems using ten as a unit, and write two
-step solu ons.
Directions: Solve the problems. Write your answers to show how many tens and ones.
Show your solution in two steps:
Step 1: Write one number sentence to subtract from ten.
Step 2: Write one number sentence to add the remaining parts.

1

4

10—5 = 5
5+4=9

- 5 = __9___

Technology Resources
www.k-5mathteachingresources.com -This site provides an extensive
collection of free resources, math games, and hands-on math activities
aligned with the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics.
www.parccgames.com – fun games to help kids master the common
core standards.
http://www.mathplayground.com –common core educational math
games and videos.
www.learnzillion.com – math video tutorials.
www.ixl.com – practice common core interactive math skills practice.
www.mathnook.com –common core interactive math skill practice/
games, worksheets and tutorials.
www.adaptedmind.com – common core interactive practice, video
lessons and worksheets
www.brainpop.com – animated tutorials of curriculum content that
engages students. Can use a limited free version or buy a subscription.

Eureka Math™ Tips for Parents
Introduction to Place
Value using Addition
and Subtraction up to
the number 20

We are working hard and
extending our skills!

15 – 9 = ?

We can make a
number bond
showing that
15 = 10 + 5

Now, using the 10, we subtract 9:
10 – 9 = 1
We now have 1, but we need to add
back our 5 from the number bond:
1+5=6

•

Continue to practice
finding partners for any
given number, e.g., how
can we make 8? 10?

•

Talk about how we can
find “tens” in other,
larger numbers

•

Make up and discuss
short story problems
that involve simple
addition and
subtraction

Units we will use:

Ones: (these are individual
units, ten of which become a
ten)
Mathematical words:

What Came Before this
Module: We worked with ways
to make numbers up to 10,
including simple addition and
subtraction.

What Comes After this
Module: We will continue to
compare and order numbers,
now expanding to topics in
length measurement.

SO… 15 – 9 = 6!

you can
+ How
help at home:

Key Words to Know
A ten: (students will focus
mainly on one ten during this
module)

In this module we will extend
our work with addition and
subtraction to the numbers
1–20, and learn some new
strategies along the way.

Think about this problem:

Grade 1
Module 2

Add
Subtract
Equals
“Teen Numbers”: e.g., 13,
15, 19, etc.
Partners to 10: two numbers
that together make 10
5 groups: representations of
numbers that are lined up in
groups of 5
Number bonds: a pictorial
representation of how two or
more smaller numbers can be
combined to make a larger
number
Rekenrek: see reverse

Key Common Core Standards:
• Represent and solve problems using addition and
subtraction
• Understand and apply properties of operations and
the relationship between addition and subtraction
(e.g. 3 + 2 = 2 + 3, and 2 + 6 + 4 = 2 + 10)
• Add and subtract within 20
• Understand place value

Prepared by Erin Schweng, Math Coach

1

Grade 1
Module 2

Eureka Math, A Story of Units

Spotlight on Math
Models:

Rekenrek
Students will use this
tool to represent
numbers in more and
complex ways as
they grow.

A Story of Units has several key mathematical “models” that
will be used throughout a student’s elementary years.
The rekenrek is a kind of abacus that was developed in The Netherlands but has
many variations in other world cultures. In A Story of Units, rekenreks are used
starting in kindergarten first as models of numbers 1–5. Later, the white and red
beads are used to illustrate numbers up to 10 and then 20.
There are a variety of skills that students can practice on the rekenrek, including
simple counting, skip counting, and eventually beginning addition and subtraction
concepts. In the beginning of first grade, we use the rekenreks to model
decomposing and composing numbers as we both add and subtract.

Sample Problem from Module 2:
Using the Rekenrek:
Students can easily see groups
of both 5 and 10, and can move
the beads to show their
counting and thinking as they
put numbers together and take
them apart (compose and
decompose numbers).

For more information visit commoncore.org

